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Abstract. In this paper we solve the following problem: Given a map ip from

a finite subset of the reals into the reals, how do you connect the dots in the

graph of <p in order to minimize the topological entropy of the resulting map

of the interval?

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we solve the following problem. Given a map cp from a finite

subset P of the reals into the reals, how do you connect the dots in the graph

of cp in order to minimize the topological entropy of the resulting continuous

map of the interval. That is, how do you find an extension f of cp (i.e., a

continuous map j : I -+ /, where / = [min(F U cp(P)), ma\(P U cp(P))], such

that f \P = cp) such that ent(/ ) < ent(/) for every extension f of cp . Here

ent(-) denotes topological entropy.

We use the following terminology, borrowed from [MN]. Let P be a finite

subset of the reals. A pattern on P is a map from P to itself, a semipattern

on F is a map from P to the reals. The entropy of a semipattern cp on P is

ent(cp) = inf{ent(/)}, where the infimum is taken over all extensions f of cp .

Thus we are asking how to construct an entropy-minimizing extension of cp .

Throughout this paper, P is a finite subset of the reals, cp a semipattern on

P, P = Pu<p(P), and 7 = [min7>, max?].

If cp is a pattern on P, then the solution is well known: ent(cp) is the

logarithm of the largest real eigenvalue of the "adjacency" matrix A of cp,

defined as follows. If P = {px < ■ ■ ■ < pk} , then A = (a(j) is (k - 1) x (k - 1)

and a¡¡ — 1 if o and pj+x are in the closed interval whose endpoints are

cp(p¡) and cp(pi+x), a¡,= 0 otherwise. Furthermore ent(tp) = ent(f) for every

P-monotone extension f of cp . Here f: I -* I is P-monotone if P contains

the endpoints of / and/ is (not necessarily strictly) monotone on intervals

whose endpoints are consecutive members of P.  Analogously, /:/-*/ is
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P-linear if P contains the endpoints of / and / is affine on intervals whose

endpoints are consecutive members of P. There is only one P-linear extension

of cp , which we denote by L  .

If cp is a pattern on P, then the "obvious" solution—connect the dots with

straight lines, i.e., fa = L —is correct. The following example shows that, in

i
2general, the "obvious" solution may be wrong.   Let P = {0, \, 1},  <p(0)

cp(l) = 0, and tp(h) = a where j < a < 1 Consider the following two maps.

The map on the left is the P-linear extension of cp. The map on the right

is the P-linear extension of the pattern Ip on P = {0, 5, a, 1} defined by

^(0) = lp(l) = 0 and ~cp(j) = ~cp(a) = a. Using the Misiurewicz-Szlenk formula

[MS] for the entropy of a piecewise monotone map,

ent(/)= lim(l/«)logvar(/"),
«—►00

the map on the left has entropy log 2a. The largest real eigenvalue of the

adjacency matrix of Ip is one, so the map on the right has entropy zero. We

show that this case is typical in that:

Theorem. Let cp be a semipattern on P. Then there is a pattern lp on P such

that ~cp\P — cp and ent(L-) < ent(/) for every extension f of cp . Furthermore,

there is an algorithm for constructing such a pattern and hence for constructing

an entropy-minimizing map.

1. Preliminary results

Lemma 1. Let f, g: [a, b] —> [a, b] be continuous. If f = g except on an

at most countable collection of intervals, on each of which g is constant, then

ent(g) < ent(f).

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma in the case that the collection consists of

a single interval. Then it holds when the collection consists of finitely many

intervals.  Now suppose that the collection of intervals is {/., J., ...}.   Let

g„ = g on Jx U UJ. and gn = / off /, U

the  C°-topology and ent(gn) < ent(f)  for every n

semicontinuous [Ml, Theorem 2], ent(g) < ent(f).

U Jn .   Then gn -» g in

Since ent(-)  is lower
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So let g be constant on J and g = f off J. Recall Bowen's formula

for entropy: ent(f) = lime^0limsup[(l/n)logs Jn, s)], where Sj-(n,s) is the

largest cardinality of an (n, e)-separated set for /. Here S is (n, e)-separated

for / if for every x / y in S, \f'(x)-f'(y)\ > e for some i, 0 < i < n—1. To

show that ent(g) < ent(/), it suffices to show that lim sup[( 1 ¡n) logs (n , &)] <

limsup[(l/n)logSy(« , £)] for every £>0.

Let n > 2 and let 5 be an (n, £)-separated set for g. For k = 0, 1, ... ,

n - 2, let Ek = {x £ S: k is the least integer such that fk(x) £ J} and let

En_x = S-\j"kZ0Ek . Then Ek is (k+l, e)-separatedfor / (k = 0, ... , n-l).

It follows that s (n, e) < s^( 1, e) H-\-Sj-(n, e). The result then follows from

the elementary fact that if an, bn > 0 and bn < a ,+•■• + an for all n > 1,

then limsup[(l/«)log£J < limsup[(l/n)logtfn].   D

Lemma 2.  ent(ç») = inf{ent(/)|/ is a P-monotone extension of cp) .

Proof. We first show that the infimum in the definition of ent(tp) is unchanged

if we require that P contains the endpoints of /. Let Q = PU {a, b), where

/ = [a, b], and define a semipattern  ip on Q by  y/ = cp on P,   \p(a) =

<P(PmJ ' and VW = i^max) • Here ^min and ^max denote the smallest and

largest members of P. Suppose that / is an extension of cp . Define g: I —> I

by

' f(PmJ       ifxe[â'/>min]>

g(x) = |   f(x) if X £ [pmia , PmJ ,

.fiPmJ       if*e^max>0]-

Then g is a g-monotone extension of ip and by Lemma 1, ent(g) < ent(/).

Now suppose that / is an extension of cp and P contains the endpoints of

/.  Let p < p   be consecutive members of P.  Define g: I —> / as follows.

Let g = / off [p, p']. If f(p) = f(p'), let g(x) = f(p) forx£[p, p]. If

fip) < f(P), let

' f(P) if x£[p,q],

g(x) = I sup{/(y)|i < y < x}    if x£[q,r],

; f(p') if x £ [r,p],

where q = sup{x £ [p, p']\f(x) = /(p)} and r = inf{x e [«,Jp']|/(x) =

f(p')}. If /(» > f(p'), replace "i? < y < x" by "x < y < r" in the definition

of g. The graph of g on [q, r] is obtained by "pouring water" into the graph

of / on [q, r] (cf. [ALMS]).

Repeating this procedure for each such pair p < p yields a P-monotone

extension g of cp . By Lemma 1, ent(g) < ent(/).   D

An extension / of cp is P-Markov if it is P-monotone and every member

of P has a finite orbit. If / is a P-Markov extension of cp, then there is an

integer N such that Q = P U f(P) U---UfN(P) is /-invariant. In this case,

f\Q isa pattern on Q.
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Lemma 3. If f is P-monotone extension of cp, then there are P-Markov ex-

tensions g of cp with ent(g) arbitrarily close to ent(/). Therefore ent(cp) —

inf{ent(/)|/ is a P-Markov extension of cp}.

To prove Lemma 3, we use some results from kneading theory. Following

[MT], let fêa(T) denote the set of continuous, piecewise monotone self-maps of

/ with turning point set T, alternating strictly increasing and strictly decreasing

on the laps, and increasing or decreasing on the first lap accordingly as o = +1

or -1.

Lemma 4 (cf. [MT, Lemma 12.3]). Let f £ Wg(T). For each turning point c,

define
N(c) = number of points in the orbit of c if c has a finite orbit,

N(c) = largest n suchthat f"(c) is a turning point if c has an infinite orbit,

and let N — max{N(c)}. Then ent(g) tends to ent(/) as g tends to f in the

C°-topology, keeping g£%(T) and g = f on T U f(T) U • • • U fN(T).

Proof. The condition that g = f on T U f(T) u • • • U fN(T) serves the same

function as the hypothesis in the proof of [MT, Lemma 12.3] that no turning

point is periodic; namely, to guarantee that the coefficients of the kneading

determinants of f and g can be made to agree on an arbitrarily long initial

segment. The proof is then completed by the observation that entropy depends

continuously on the kneading determinant.   D

The published kneading theory (e.g., [MT]) is stated for maps that are piece-

wise strictly monotone. However, as M. Misiurewicz has pointed out, those

parts of the kneading theory that do not use smoothness work for maps that

are not necessarily strictly monotone on the pieces [M2, p. 225]. One merely

replaces turning points by "turning intervals" (which, of course, may be degen-

erate). For the correct formalism, see [M2].

Let ^(T) denote the set of continuous, piecewise (but not necessarily

strictly) monotone self-maps of / with T the collection of turning intervals,

alternating increasing and decreasing on the laps (i.e., the components of the

complement of the union T* of the turning intervals), and increasing or de-

creasing on the first lap according as a — +1 or -1 . In this setting, Lemma 4

becomes

Lemma 5. Let f £<^'a(T). For each turning interval C, define

N(C) = l+number of points in the orbit of f(C) if f(C) has a finite orbit,
N(C) = largest n such that f"(C) is in a turning interval if f(C) has an

infinite orbit,
and let N = max{N(C)}. Then ent(g) tends to ent(/) as g tends to f in the

C°-topology, keeping g £&a(T) and g = f on T* U f(T*)ö ■■ • U fN(T*).

Proof of Lemma 3. It suffices to show that if / 6 Wg(T) is P-monotone, then

arbitrarily C -close to / there are P-Markov maps g £ ^'(T) which agree
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with /on T* U f(T*) U • • • U / (T*), where A'' is as in Lemma 5.

Let f £Wa'(T) be P-monotone and let p £ P have an infinite orbit. There

exist m, n and an open interval (a, b) ç I containing fm(p) and f"(p) such

that

(1) N < m < n ,

(2) b-a, \fm(p)-f"(p)\, and \fm+x(p) - f"+X(p)\ are small, and

(3) (a,b)n[ruf(r)ii---ufN(r)] = {fm(p),fn(p)}.

Define fx as follows: /, = / off (a, b), fx (x) = f(x) for x = a, b, fm(p),

f\(f"(P)) = f(fm(p)), and /, is linear on the intervals whose endpoints are

consecutive members of {a, b, fm(p), f"(p)}. Then /, £Wg(T) is P-mono-

tone, agrees with /on T* u /( T* ) U • • • U / ( T* ), and the number of points in

P having an infinite fx -orbit is at least one less than the corresponding number

for /.

Repeat this argument with /, in place of / and Nx = n in place of A^. A fi-

nite number of iterations of this procedure yields a P-Markov map g £Wg(T),

which agrees with / on T* U f(T*) U ■ ■ ■ U / (T*). By choosing appropriate

meanings for the various occurrences of the word "small," we can make g as

C -close to / as we wish.   D

2. The theorem

For a nonnegative matrix A , let k(A) denote the largest real eigenvalue of

A . We need the following matrix-theoretic result, which may be of independent

interest.

Lemma 6. Let A be a non negative matrix and S a subset of the indexing set of

A . Then there exists k £ S such that if B is defined by

bU = aij    ifi$s>

btj = 0    ifi£S,i^k,

bkj = Y,aij>
i€S

then k(B) < k(A).

Proof. For n > 1, let An = A + (l/n)J, where J is any positive matrix.

Since An is positive, it has a positive left eigenvector /("' corresponding to

k(An). There exists kn £ S such that l(kn) < l("] for all i £ S. By passing to

a subsequence, we may assume that kn is the same for all n . Let k be this

common value and let B be as in the statement of the lemma.

Since An —> A , it follows that k(An) —► k(A). Thus it suffices to show that

k(B) < k(An) (n > I). It is easy to verify that l{n)B < l(n)An. Let r be a

nonnegative right eigenvector for B corresponding to k(B). Then k(B)l " r —

¡{n)Br < ¡{n)A    = x(An)l{n)r. Since l{n)r > 0, k(B) < k(An).   D
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Theorem. Let cp be a semipattern on P. Then there is a pattern ç on P such

that lp\P = cp and ent(L-) < ent(/) for every extension f of cp. Furthermore,

there is an algorithm for constructing such a pattern and hence for constructing

an entropy-minimizing map.

Proof. We first show that if / is a P-Markov extension of cp, then there is

a pattern tp on P such that ip\P = cp and ent(L ) < ent(/). The first

conclusion of the theorem then follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that there

are only finitely many patterns on P.

Let / be a P-Markov extension of cp and let Q = P U f(P) U • • • U fN(P)

be /-invariant. Then ent(/) = logk(A), where A is the adjacency matrix A

of the pattern f\Q .

Write Q = {qx < ■■ ■ < qm}. Let {(ik, jk): k = I, ... , r} be a list of all

pairs i < j such that q¡, qj £ P but qi+l,..., q._x d- p, Let Bx be the

matrix obtained by applying Lemma 6 to A and S = {q  , q  + 1, ... , q _,}.
MM h~l

Let B2 be the matrix obtained by applying Lemma 6 to Bx and S = {qt , qv +

1 > • • • » Qf _i} - Continuing this way, we obtain a matrix Br. It follows from

the way that Br was obtained that it is the adjacency matrix of some pattern

6 on Q. Thus ent(L0) < ent(/). Since 6(Q) c P, d\P is a pattern, which

we denote by ip . Clearly \p\P = cp . Le isa ß-monotone extension of 6 and

hence is a P-monotone extension of \p . Therefore ent(Le) = ent(L ) and so

ent(Lv) < ent(f).
We now turn to the algorithm for finding tp . Let 4* = {ip : \p isa pattern on

P , \p\P = cp) . For ip £ T, let A be the adjacency matrix of ip . Finally, let

tf = {Av: ip £*¥}.
Sturm's Theorem [vdW, p. 220] gives an algorithm for determining the num-

ber of distinct real roots of a polynomial with integer coefficients in a closed

interval with rational endpoints. From this it is straightforward to construct an

algorithm, which, given two polynomials with integer coefficients and having

real roots, determines whether their largest real roots are equal or not, and if

not, which of the two is smaller. Thus there is an algorithm for determining

which among a finite set of nonnegative matrices with integer entries has the

smallest largest real eigenvalue. Applying this algorithm to sf yields a pattern

ip £x¥ such that k(A ) < k(A ,) for every y/' £XV. Let lp be any such \p .   □

3. Implementing the algorithm: an example

In this section we give an example to show that we need only look at a

relatively small proportion of the patterns on P to find one whose P-linear

extension is an entropy-minimizing map in the Theorem. The interested reader

may supply the formal complexity-theoretic arguments himself for the general

case.

Example. Let P = {1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9}, i»(l) = 9, i»(2) = 6, cp(4) = 1, p(5) =

7, <p(&) = 3 , (9(9) = 9 . Here P = {1, ... , 9} and P - P = {3, 6, 7}. Thus
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there are 9 = 729 patterns lp = P such that ~cp\P = cp . Looking only at those

whose P-linear extensions are P-monotone (Lemma 2), there are 6 choices for

çi(3) and 5+4+3+2+1 = 15 choices for (lp(6), ~cp(l)), giving 90 such patterns.

On the other hand, if p £ P - P and p, p are the consecutive members of P

such that p <p < p , then, as in the proof of the Theorem, we may choose lp

so that ~cp(j>) = cp(p) or cp(p'). There are only two such choices for ^(3) and

only three such choices for (^(6), ^(7)), giving just 2-3 = 6 patterns to look

at.
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